
Enabling West Africa’s Digital
Economy
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We have raised Africa’s pro�le as a continent of untapped 
potential obtaining the pioneer licence to deploy a 
privately-owned submarine cable system in West Africa.

We are a leading facilitator of the Internet ecosystem in 
the region and are recognized for our investments in 
broadband infrastructure in Ghana, Nigeria and Cote 
d'Ivoire. 



We offer world-class broadband connectivity and data center services that not only meet the 
market needs, but also enhance efficiency and pro�tability for our customers.

From submarine cable capacity to pu�ng business in the cloud, we collaborate with our partners at 
every step. It is a track record defined by solu�ons businesses need to thrive.
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IRU – Indefeasible Right of Use
IPLC – International Private Leased Circuit
IaaS – Infrastructure as a Service
DRaaS – Disaster Recovery as a Service
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Commenced new data center
build in Appolonia City,

Accra-Ghana.

Launch of Managed
Cloud Services and
MDXi Azure Stack.

2021

Launch of MDXi, Lekki Data
Center and IAAS Cloud Services

2020WE ARE THE PREFERRED PROVIDER OF CONNECTIVITY AND DATA CENTER
SOLUTIONS TO TELECOM OPERATORS, INTERNET SERVICE PROVIDERS (ISP),
BUSINESSES AND GOVERNMENT INSTITUTIONS ACROSS WEST AFRICA.

Our enterprise customer base include leading companies in the �nancial,
manufacturing, oil & gas, shipping & logistics, e-commerce and media 
industries.



.

WE CONNECT ALL THAT MATTERS
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The simplest equations can yield the 
biggest results: the higher your network 
performance, the greater the impact on 
your pro�tability.

In a world of global connections a simple business 
cannot afford network downtime. MainOne 's 
competitive edge has always been de�ned by offering 
tailored solutions  with 99.9% uptime and custom-�t  
solutions that will do the right job today and times- not 
just match current needs.

Through the depth of our experience and quality of 
our management and technical teams, we continue to 
entrench our position as a thought-leader and 
industry trailblazer. This empowers our customers 
with solutions that harness the power and growth 
potential of the internet.



APPOLONIA DATA CENTER, ACCRA GHANA 

Access to multiple network providers, global 
carriers and leading internet exchanges.

Highly secured environment governed by best-
in-class processes and procedures.

Designed to international standards (TIA942 and 
Uptime Tier III Standards)

Scalable redundant power and cooling 
infrastructure with SLA of 99.982%

Highly energy efficient environment. Standard power up to 3KW, upgradeable to 
20KW per rack.

Carrier Neutrality. Concurrently maintainable infrastructure.

The Appolonia Data Center is MainOne’s second Data Center in Ghana, expanding our rack footpoint and offering additional 
colocation spaces with all the necessary power, cooling security, interconnection and remote hands and eyes services supported 
by highly skilled engineers.

It is connected to an interconnection ecosystem consisting of Mobile Network Operators, ISPs, Global Carriers, leading Internet 
Exchanges and direct connection to the MainOne, WACS, ACE, and Glo1 submarine cables, providing your business with the 
scale, agility and speed to deliver world-class services.  
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MAINONE GHANA REGIONAL SERVICE FOOTPRINT 
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Ashesi University
was able to achieve

reliable internet
connectivity and  

stability even while 
operating from a  

remote location.
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Following an evaluation of the available options, Ashesi University selected MainOne as the preferred service provider based on the 
company's ability to meet its bandwidth and technical support requirements. MainOne provided a reliable diverse-route-backhauled, 
high-speed, Global Internet Transit service to Ashesi University campus which empowered the university to meet the expectations of 
its students and work force enabling them to study effectively, enhance communication, collaboration and research activities.

Post service deployment, MainOne worked with Ashesi to further �netune and improve on the effective provisioned capacity uptake 
by implementing recommendations from a network analysis audit. 

As the university continues to expand and attract students around the globe, Ashesi University required a state-of-the-art facility in an 
expansive location to accommodate its growing student population and provide a serene learning environment. This led to its 
relocation from the city center to a more remote location. However, this relocation presented major connectivity issues as it was 
challenging to get a reliable connectivity provider capable of delivering the required bandwidth and necessary support.    

By leveraging MainOne's network, Ashesi University now enjoys a minimum of 99.9% availability of reliable internet connectivity  with 
improved communications and operational efficiency. MainOne's dedicated IT resource ensures optimum service uptime and stability. 
The company is also supporting the University in its migration to the cloud via MainOne Managed Cloud Services. 

Providing connectivity solutions for Digital connectivity , Educational empowerment
and Collaboration 

About

Solution

Ashesi University is a private university with a mission to educate ethical, entrepreneurial leaders in Africa and foster ethical leadership,
critical thinking, entrepreneurial mindsets, the ability to solve complex problems and the courage to transform the African continent. 

Results

ENABLING DIGITAL TRANSFORMATION IN THE EDUCATION SECTOR
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Ghana Ports and Harbours Authority (GPHA) - The Ghana Ports and Harbours Authority is the National Port Authority of Ghana, with 
responsibility for the governance, maintenance and operation of the ports of Ghana, principally the Port of Sekondi-Takoradi, the Port 
of Tema, and the Fishing Harbour at Tema. GPHA’s operations requires stable ineternet connectivity to ensure efficiency and 
productivity towards enabling them to manage activities at the port with the objective of achieving overall operational efficiency.  

About

MainOne’s Solution architects designed and deployed global internet connectivity to their Tema and Takoradi offices to enhance the 
platform used for monitoring the incoming and outgoing vessels on the Ghana’s coast line, providing accurate and timely reporting.

The solution equipped them with the capacity to capture the accurate input from various shipping lines and agencies and regulate 
customers using the Tema and Takoradi ports to ensure operational conformity and also ensure revenue collection.
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ENABLING DIGITAL TRANSFORMATION IN THE PUBLIC SECTOR



DATA CENTER SERVICES

The Interconnection Portfolio is

ISO

24/7/365

 PCI DSS

99.9%

27001

 Tier lll
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Powering high availability for a global bank

About

Solution

Result

Stanbic IBTC is one of Nigeria's leading and most innovative banks. They have constantly blazed the trail in the last
decade by deploying information and communications technology (ICT) solutions. Driven by a goal to become Nigeria's foremost end-
to-end �nancial services institution , the bank understood that one of the prerequisites to achieving this objective was an overhaul of its 
primary and disaster recovery data centers.

MainOne’s solution was the design and development of a private colocation and work space for the Bank within the MDX- i data center. 
After a comprehensive technical and commercial build-versus-buy analysis of the customer’s needs, MainOne offered a solution to 
meet the bank’s immediate growth requirements. The solution also include a high capacity network to aggregate links from various 
telecom service providers connecting the bank’s 180+ branches nationwide. Leveraging our metro network in Lagos, the bank’s 
primary and disaster recovery centers were interconnected for failover purposes.

The Colocation solution meant the bank was quickly able to achieve regulatory compliance and increase efficiencies exponentially 
without having to invest capital and management effort in building out a new facility. The connectivity solution provided ensured 
access to all critical locations through diverse routes for uninterrupted service availability. 

Stanbic IBTC achieved
exponential increase
in data center opera-

tional efficiency and 
regulatory compliance

with no CAPEX spend. 

ENABLING DIGITAL TRANSFORMATION IN THE FINANCIAL SECTOR
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Provides organizations that require the highest form of 
availability and pro-activeness for Data, Voice, Video, and 
Connectivity services with MainOne Managed CPE to deliver 
end-to-end QoS via pro-active management.

Strengthens the defences of our customers and provide them 
with monitoring and management of  their  network 
connections. With the ever increasing frequency of cyber 
security is a solution to help our connectivity customers prevent 
unauthorized access to data or denial-of-services through 
malicious attacks.

Provides private connections with Express Route to Microsoft 
Azure datacentre and other cloud providers such as Amazon 
Web Services (AWS).Services are deployed to your offices or 
colocation environment delivering improved performance, 
Faster speeds, lower latencies, higher security and signi�cant 
cost bene�ts than typical internet connections.     
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Provides complete, end-to-end Wi-Fi solution and management 
to enterprises, backed by excellent connectivity services, thereby 
freeing your organization from the burden and huge CAPEX cost 
of setting up and managing one. The services allows 
organizations focus on their core business while enabling 
innovative forms of service delivery.

Integration with Public Cloud



WE GROW TOGETHER
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local footprint and partnership
arrangements with a growing number
of technology OEMs including Microsoft
and Amazon.

.
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www.mainone.net/ghana www.mdxi.com

Nigeria (Victoria Island)

43 Saka Tinubu Street,
Victoria Island, Lagos,
Nigeria.
Tel: +234 -2-342-2000
Tel: 0700MAINONE

199, Obafemi Awolowo
Way, Ikeja, Lagos, Nigeria.
Tel: +234-2-342-2000
Tel: 0700MAINONE

Nigeria (Ikeja)

Capital Place,
11 Patrice Lamumba Road,
Airport Residential Area,
Accra, Ghana
Tel: +233-302-777-9800

Ghana


